PLANNING, LANDSCAPING, HOUSING & ENVIRONMENT (PLHE)
Working Group Report
Membership:

Chairman - Andrew Pryke, George Gater, David Lett, Lois Allard,
Steven Alexander, Nick Booth and Nigel Bennett.
Other villagers were co-opted or consulted with as required, including
Neil Dickens chair of the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (NPSG),
Andy Chappell (NPSG member) and Paul Smith (Stewkley Parish
Councillor).

1.Introduction:
This report covers the overall work of the group:
 Statistical evidence of the existing housing stock of the parish
 Objectives and goals of the PLHE
 Aylesbury Vales District Council (AVDC) proposals for additional housing by way of new
developments
 Aspirations of parish residents as to the type of new housing required in the future
 Consideration for the protection of the Heritage and Conservation area
 Maintaining the linear nature of Stewkley village and the Open Countryside views
 Detailed investigations to determine the favoured development sites for the next 20
years
 Recommendations for the provision of 139 new homes
 The introduction of a Settlement Boundary around Stewkley
 List of Policies covering the subject matter
Stewkley Parish covers approximately 6.76 square miles and includes outlying farms and the
settlement of Littlecote. The parish is situated within the Aylesbury Vale District council
area.
2.

2011 Census

Normal Number of Residents:
Living in households
Living in Communal establishments

1,826
14

Dwellings & Accommodation Type
Whole House or bungalow: Detached
Whole house or bungalow: semi-detached
Whole house or bungalow: Terraced (including end of terrace)
Flat, Maisonette or apartment: Purpose Built block of flats etc
Flat, maisonette or apartment: Converted or shared house
Flat, maisonette or apartment: In commercial building
Caravan or other mobile or temporary structure

421
220
81
7
3
3
5
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3.

Objectives of the PLHE

The PLHE set themselves the following three objectives and these were agreed by the NPSG:
 Encourage smaller scale developments, which respect the ‘linear’ nature of the village’s
built form.
 Facilitate the provision and retention of suitable types of housing, so that the elderly can
down-size and younger families reside in the village.
 Encourage phased developments which limit the impact on local services and maintain
the character of the village by incorporating traditional design.
The PLHE working group undertook a detailed review of evidence from AVDC and the
community questionnaire to form their policies. Observations from the Elderly and Disabled
Working Group were collated and led us to set the following goals:
 Increase the number of suitably adapted homes in the village to meet the requirements
of an aging population.
 Consider the future needs of the parish population when determining the type and mix
of future housing.
 Retain Stewkley’s linear, rural identity and views of the open countryside
 Phase developments to potentially mitigate the impact on local facilities of a growing
population.
4.AVDC proposals
In May 2016 AVDC published their Aylesbury Vale Housing & Economic Land Availability
Assessment (HELAA). Stewkley was described as a medium size parish and seven possible
future development sites were investigated. Of these only one STW005 was described as
suitable, namely land off Orkney Close & Walducks. (Now identified as NP06) One further
site was described as part suitable – Cricketers Meadow, High Street North STW003 (Now
identified as NP05).
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Stewkley
Economic
Development
Achievability Suitable Capacity 1-5YRS 6-15YRS Suitable Capacity
(sqm)
Housing

Reference Site
Address

Parish

Site Site assessment
Area
(ha)

Unsuitable - The site boundary shown
is not a natural boundary. If the area
was made suitable it would be likely to
Land at 3
STW001
Stewkley 0.24 lead to development of the rest of the No
Wing Road
larger field. A frontage only
development would be too small for
the HELAA minimum of 5 homes.
Part Suitable – As long as it is for a
Cricketers
frontage only to be in keeping with
Meadow,
local character. Adjacent to
STW003
Stewkley 0.66
Yes
High Street
Conservation Area. The site is well
North
connected in centre of existing
residential development.
Unsuitable – the site lies in open
countryside and any development
would comprise a harmful outward
extension into the countryside. It
Sycamore
STW004
Stewkley 1.07 would also be harmful to the
No
Close
townscape, introducing an irregular
pattern of development harmful to the
linear character of this part of the
village. There are also likely harmful

No

Yes

No

No

5

5

No

No

3

landscape impacts from receptors of
public footpaths to the west.
Suitable - No significant constraints.
Land off
Development of this site would be a
Orkney
continuation of the existing
STW005 Close and Stewkley 3.4
Yes
development from Manor Drive,
Walducks
subject to landscape mitigation and
Close
suitable access being provided.
Unsuitable - The front of the site is in a
Conservation Area and so narrow any
Bowls Farm,
building would take place to the rear.
STW006 High Street Stewkley 0.66
No
This would be out of character with the
North
street scene and have a detrimental
impact on the conservation area.
Unsuitable - site currently related to
the historic area of Stewkley, the
Conservation Area and Listed Buildings.
Land off
There is no suitable access to the site.
Griffin Field
Currently the access width is too
STW007 and High
Stewkley 1.1
No
narrow to accommodate any
Street
development in this location. Subject to
South
a widened access and inclusion of
footways an objection on this matter
could be overcome.
Total
85

Yes

80

40

40

No

No

No

No

No

85

40

40

0

(Figure 1 Extract from HELAA)
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4 Contd. AVDC Proposals
Aylesbury initially prepared their District Plan in 2013 and this was rejected by the Ministry.
In that plan it was proposed the Parish of Stewkley should provide sites for a total of 141
new homes.
In May 2015, AVDC refused an Outline Planning Application for the erection of fourteen new
homes on the site at Cricketers Meadow (now identified as 66, High Street North, NP5). The
application was supported by the Parish Council and within the village; it was subsequently
allowed on Appeal.
In 2016 an Outline Planning Application was made to AVDC for the erection of 67 new
homes on the site adjacent to Orkney Close & Walducks (now identified as Soulbury Road,
Stewkley, NP6). This caused much disquiet in the village as it was considered out of
character in relation to the historical linear layout and would obstruct the open views of the
countryside. The Parish Council stated their opposition to the Application, however it was
granted by AVDC.
As a consequence of these two applications, outline planning consent was granted for a
total of 81 new homes, leaving 60 to be found. The Village Questionnaire clearly revealed a
need for both suitable retirement properties and starter homes. Many older occupants of
existing 4 and 5 bedroomed homes had declared their interest in remaining in the village
and downsizing to more appropriate properties for their age group. A strategy focused on
producing these types homes would release larger properties for future young families and
strengthen the already excellent community spirit within the Parish.
5.
Questionnaire
At the outset of the Neighbourhood plan preparation in 2016, a questionnaire was devised
and circulated to all households within the Parish of Stewkley. Representatives from the
PLHG contributed to the design and analysis of the results. The intent of this questionnaire
was two-fold:
 to provide some basic statistics, which could be cross-referenced with the 2011 census.
 to give us some directional, aspirational insights that the census did not provide.
The questionnaire was delivered to 691 homes. 553 were returned completed. This was an
80% response rate, which represented 1,419 Stewkley parish residents. Analysis of the
questionnaire indicated some of the key features that were important to Stewkley
residents. When asked about life in Stewkley, the top reason for living and staying was
“countryside” with “peaceful” and “community” also scoring very highly.
At the 16 May 2016 public consultation meeting on the scope of the Working Groups, village
feedback covered a very broad spectrum of issues. These views were taken into
consideration to establish a shortlist of features that impacted quality of life in Stewkley,
see Figure 2.
Full details of the Questionnaire & outcome can be found at https://stewkley.org.uk
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Figure 2: Features that impact life in Stewkley
 Protection of linear nature of the
village and countryside views

 Protection of the rural nature, green
spaces and environment

 Impact of traffic and parking on
residents

 Avoidance of large developments

 Enhancing the village character

 Meeting village requirements in home
types

 The conservation area

 Stewkley general foul draining impact

 Sustaining and growing business

 Proximity to village amenities

The survey also revealed:







The average length of stay in the parish is 21 years, making it a settled community.
64% of current residents intend to remain in the parish.
The greatest percentage of homes are 4 & 5 bedroomed.
Retirement and starter homes are greatest in demand.
Only 1.5% of homes have been adapted for aging or disabled persons.
1,300 motor vehicles are based in the parish and 13% are parked on the highway.

6.
Conservation
With any new development in a village such as Stewkley it is essential to continue to protect
its conservation and heritage. The PLHE took into account the recommendations of their
fellow Conservation & Heritage Working Group.
Extract from the Recommendations of Conservation & Heritage Working Group.

Maintain the integrity of key open spaces within the village, in particular St Michael’s
Churchyard and Chapel Square. The setting of St Michael’s Church is fundamental to
the identity and character of the village as a whole.

Maintain the connection between the village and its surrounding countryside, gained
through vistas and views within the village out into the surrounding landscape and
also from outside the village looking in.

For appropriate new development, use materials, with particular emphasis on brick of
appropriate colour and texture to visually integrate with the existing traditional
Stewkley brick, seen in local buildings and village walls.

Ensure that acceptable new development respects and reflects the key characteristics
of the historic built environment of Stewkley in its form, layout, massing, materials
and design.
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Stewkley is one of the longest villages in England. The spine of the settlement rests about
150 metres above sea level, along a ridge that water runs down, towards the Rivers Ouzel
and Thame.
The unique character of the village is in no small part due to the linear growth that has
occurred over many hundreds of years, in harmony with this natural ridge feature. As the
community has grown in size, various industries specifically agriculture and brickworks,
homes and other buildings have increased in number. One of the most valued benefits of
the linear nature of the village is that the majority of homes enjoy some form of countryside
views to include the Chiltern Hills and Vale of Aylesbury.
7.Call for Sites
In order to identify suitable sites for further development a “Call for Sites’ was agreed with
the Parish Council and launched throughout the parish on the 5th July 2016. This was
communicated via posters displayed throughout the parish and in the ‘Grapevine’ Parish
Magazine and Parish Web Site. To facilitate the process and ensure all opportunities were
explored, two Stewkley residents with particular knowledge of the parish listed all possible
locations.
The whole process produced 53 possible sites to be investigated. Each site owner was
contacted either by a personal visit or letter (if they were not resident) and asked if they
wished their land to be considered for future housing development over the next twenty
years. The owners of 20 sites immediately declared no interest and their sites were
eliminated. As two of the remaining sites had already been subject to Planning application.
(NP 5 & 6) they were not subjected to further examination. A third site for a single house
was also not included in the research.
The remaining thirty sites on the Master List were assessed by members of the NPSG, taking
these features into consideration. The purpose of this assessment was to gather
information about the sites, and to develop a preliminary ordering prior to initial
consultation with the parishioners. Scores were assigned for each of the features itemised
in Figure 2 using the scoring key below:
A

Doesn’t meet the village need and may have a negative impact

B

Generally meets the village need but some issues that may have a detrimental impact
unless resolved

C

Meets the village need without any or minimal impact

Figure 3
It is recognised that this preliminary scoring system is subjective. However, a degree of
robustness was applied by having two groups score each site independently. Based upon
the scores, the sites were split into three groups colour coded Green for most suitable,
Orange for less suitable and Red for unsuitable, see Appendix 3. It is important to
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emphasise that this definition of suitability was based upon the assessment of a small group
of local residents, and therefore has limitation and bias.
During the months of November 2016 - February 2017, the AVDC Neighbourhood Planning
Team and an Independent specialist development company (Village Foundations from
Amersham) were asked to provide comments on the suitability of the sites for development
and inclusion in a Neighbourhood Plan.
The consultee comments were collated for each site and combined with comments from the
NPSG and its working groups. A public meeting was held on 11 March 2017 and
parishioners were asked to give written comments on the 30 sites.
Using this feedback, the number of sites were reduced from 30 to 14. A further two were
subsequently removed as the sites were deemed unsuitable due to existing trees or
Highway issues. Twelve sites are proposed for development within the Neighbourhood Plan.
The 18 sites that have been rejected through the consultation process are detailed in
Figure 4.
The table gives a brief summary of the reasons why a site was rejected. The rejection might
be due to a planning concern such as access or incursion into open countryside etc., or an
objection based upon the features listed in Figure 2 that were of importance to Stewkley
residents, such as preserving the linear nature of the village.
The table also includes the number of votes cast for each site by the residents during the
consultation period. The number in brackets shows the percentage of against votes cast for
that site.
Eight of these sites were rejected by over 80% of the votes cast. These were sites 8, 9, 10,
37, 38, 39, 49 and 50, which were overwhelmingly rejected by those who participated in the
public consultation.
In addition, the decision to exclude 18 sites was made by consolidating the feedback from
all the consultees including AVDC, Bucks CC Highways, Village Foundations, parish residents
and the NPSG Working Groups.
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Figure 4: Sites that were rejected following consultation with Stewkley residents
Site
No.

Site Location

Reason(s) for rejection based upon planning
considerations and Stewkley scores.

Backland development, incursion into
countryside, detrimental to linear village.
Backland development, incursion into
countryside, detrimental to linear village.
Backland development, incursion into
countryside, detrimental to linear village.
Backland development, access, detrimental to
linear village.
Too far from edge of village, beyond the edge
of the proposed ‘gateway’.

Public
Consultation
Votes
For /Against

8

124 HSN

9

122 HSN

10

Laurel Farm

17

Field behind
Methodist Chapel

21

Wing Road

28

Dunton Road

Incursion into countryside, access

8/18 (69%)

29

Dunton Road

Incursion into countryside, access

8/12 (60%)

30

South Lane

3/28 (90%)
3/28 (90%)
2/12 (86%)
10/22 (69%)
11/19 (63%)

46

Raywood House,
South Lane

Access, edge of village down a steep lane, rural
feel
Incursion into countryside, detrimental to
linear village, access
Incursion into countryside, detrimental to
linear village, access
Incursion into countryside, detrimental to
linear village, access
Detrimental to vista across open countryside.
Outward extension into the countryside.
Introduces an irregular pattern of
development harmful to the character of this
part of the village.
Access, edge of village down a steep lane, rural
feel

48

Fishweir

Withdrawn by landowner for personal reasons. N/A

37
38
39

44

49
50
51
52

Field behind
Sycamore Farm
Field behind
Sycamore Close
Field behind
Sycamore Close

Dean Road

Field behind
Courtneidge
Close
Field off Dunton
Road
Garden 10
Heywood Park
Barns at Potash

10/10 (50%)
3/32 (91%)
3/23 (88%)
3/20 (87%)

12/15 (55%)
6/10 (62%)

Incursion into countryside, detrimental to
linear village, access.

10/42 (81%)

Rural isolated site, impact views. Poor
proximity to village – no footpaths.

3/17 (85%)

Existing mature trees prevent use

NPSG decision

Egress from site being a hazard

Bucks CC
Highways
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Twelve sites were recommended for inclusion in the Neighbourhood Plan. Figure 5
identifies these sites and the justification for their inclusion. The votes cast by the Stewkley
residents following the consultation period are provided. The number in brackets is the %
of votes for cast.

Figure 5: Sites that were proposed for inclusion in the NP following consultation with
Stewkley residents
Site
Site location
Number

1
2
3

Bletchley Rd
North
Bletchley Rd
North
Bletchley Rd
South

7

Bowls Farm HSN

12

Cricketers Farm

15

Soulbury Road

20

Wing Road East
Wing Road
Orchard
Wing Road West

22
23
33

Manor Industrial
Estate HSS

47

West of Site 23

53

Griffin Field

Reason(s) for inclusion.

Formation of a gateway into the village.
Ideal for frontage development.
Contribute to traffic calming entering the
village.
Village infill opportunity which can
enhance the conservation area at that
site.
Outline Planning Approval given (upon
appeal) for 14 houses
Outline Planning Approval given for up to
67 houses
Formation of a gateway into the village.
Ideal for frontage development.
Contribute to traffic calming entering the
village.
Village infill opportunity – timeframe 15+
years contingent on industry relocating to
an alternative location within Stewkley
parish
Must be developed in conjunction with
Site 23
Village infill opportunity – green space
adjacent.

Votes from
public
consultation
For/Against
(61%) 17/11
(58%) 14/10
(47%) 14/16
(56%) 18/14
Not included in
the vote
(40%) 6/9
(55%) 17/14
(70%) 21/9
(63%) 19/11
(44%) 8/10

(56%) 13/10
(61%) 11/7

8.AVDC Revised Target
The District Council replaced their original rejected draft plan with a new draft District Plan
in November 2017. Within this plan the proposal for providing additional new homes in
Stewkley Parish was reduced from the original 141 to a new figure of 101. (This latest Plan
remains in draft and has been returned by the Minister for further attention).
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The NPSG considered the proposed reduced figure of 101 did not meet the Parish
requirements, as set out through the earlier completed Questionnaire. It was therefore
concluded that the parishioners should be asked for their views.
The NPSG and SPC understood that the VALP and the Stewkley NP would be reviewed
periodically after adoption and if necessary, revised if local housing requirements increased.
However, it was felt that the parish should be allowed to have their say on the number of
houses included in the Stewkley NP.
A survey was conducted over a period of two weeks during November 2017 via a proforma
delivered to every household in the parish. Parishioners were given three options and
asked to vote for one. Each of the three scenarios was described with some ‘high level’
positive and negative statements – these were not intended to be a comprehensive
assessment of the pros and cons of each option. Please see Appendix ‘ B’
The options were to develop a NP for the planning period up to 2033:
1. That delivers the VALP target of 101 homes;
2. That builds - 127 homes excluding certain sites that had been identified along the
Stewkley High Street;
3. That builds - 150 homes currently identified in the drafted NP
Over 2/3 of the votes were cast for Options 2 and 3, meaning that the majority did not want
to develop a NP to satisfy the current VALP. Instead they wanted to pursue a higher target
of new builds to meet the forecasted needs of Stewkley and cover some potential growth in
the VALP. As Option 3 narrowly scored higher than Option 2, the NPSG unanimously agreed
to advise the Parish Council to proceed with Option 3 which was duly ratified at a Parish
Council meeting on 4th December 2017.
9.

PLHE POLICIES

Policy H1: Stewkley Settlement Boundary
PLHE has designated a new Settlement Boundary, ensuring that the land available meets
future housing and business needs whilst maintaining the overall character and
development pattern of the village.
Proposals for development within the boundary will be supported provided they are in :• Accord with, and are consistent with the design and development management policies
and other policies of the Neighbourhood Plan;
• Are appropriate in size, height, scale and character of the village, contribute to its local
distinctiveness and respect the Conservation Area and Heritage Assets;
• Have no adverse impact on:
– The immediate rural character
– Biodiversity
– The surrounding landscape, footpaths, and views
• Are not harmful to the amenity or living conditions of neighbouring occupiers.
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Housing developments will be restricted to within the Settlement Boundary which links gaps
on the outer built areas of the village and therefore defines a clear line between countryside
and built form.
Proposals for development on land outside the Settlement Boundary will not be supported
unless it is a rural exception scheme, necessary for the purpose of:
 Agriculture or forestry,
 Diversification of agricultural and other land use based rural businesses,
 Recreation or tourism that benefits the local rural economy without harming countryside
interest or existing agriculture.
Such proposals will be assessed in terms of their potential impact on the visual setting and
landscape features of the site and the surroundings. The potential impact on the
biodiversity of the area the potential impact of traffic, noise, illumination and air pollution
and other relevant planning considerations (including Local, National and policies of this
Plan). As a result, development must meet the criteria below to be supported:
• Not generate levels and types of traffic which would be harmful to the village and
residents of Stewkley and Littlecote, the Conservation Area, Heritage Assets and
surrounding landscape – its highway capacity, suitability and safety.
• Positively contribute to the landscape upon which it sits, and is in harmony with the form
and character of the Parish, its quality, local distinctiveness and views.
• Conserves and enhance connected habitats and does provide a biodiversity net gain for
the Parish.
The policy establishes and defines the Settlement Boundary and seeks to protect the
intrinsic rural character of the village whilst allowing for sustainable growth. At a public
consultation meeting held in early 2016, 97% voted in favour of smaller developments
distributed throughout the linear built up area of the village rather than major
developments in one location. The PHLE Group assessed various locations in terms of their
suitability and is confident the sites allocated within this Plan will help deliver the most
appropriate form of growth.
The Settlement Boundary has been drawn to observe the existing built up area edge and to
accommodate the sites that already have planning permission and/ or are site allocations as
listed in Policy H2. Maintaining the linear nature of the village, the openness of its
countryside and access to country views is critical, consequently in-fill development within
the village will only be acceptable if it falls within the build line and is in keeping with its
surrounding buildings. It is crucial that any new development remains adjacent the current
built up area in order to protect the openness of this valued rural landscape forming the
setting to the village.
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Ref

Site Name and Location

Dwellings Phase

Figure 6 - Stewkley Settlement Boundary

Policy H2: Housing Allocations
The Neighbourhood Plan allocates land for housing development in the plan period on the
following sites. The chosen locations of these sites set out to provide for a dispersed
distribution of housing throughout the village in keeping with its linear nature (with the
exception of Site NP06 which had already been approved by AVDC) as shown on Figure 7.
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NP01
NP02
NP03
NP04
NP05
NP06
NP07
NP08
NP09
NP10

Land to south of Grange Farm in Bletchley Road
Land at No 7 Bletchley Road
Bletchley Road (South Side)
Bowls Farm, High Street North
Cricketers 66 High Street North
Land at Soulbury Road
Land below No 3 Wing Road
Orchard at No 3 Wing Road
Land south of 20 Wing Road
Manor Business Centre, High Street South
Land to the rear of NP09 adjacent to Coal Yard,
NP11
Dunton Rd
NP12 Land at Griffin Field
Total

8
2
10
05-Jun
14
67
8
3
7
8
4

10/15yrs
10/15yrs
10/15yrs
15yrs
5yrs
2/5years
5yrs
5yrs
5yrs
15+yrs

2
139

5yrs

5yrs

Figure 7 – Housing Allocations
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There would be benefit in the developments of sites 7,8,9 & 11 being coordinated into one
new build.
NP01 Land to south of Grange Farm
Considering the size, location and surrounding properties the site is suitable for:



Up to eight residential dwelling
A mix of 2-storey 2/3-bed terraced or semi-detached houses with off road parking
facilities for residents and guests.
 A low-density scheme along the frontage of Bletchley Road to reflect the linear
character of the village represents an opportunity for an attractive gateway
development in this location in conjunction with allocation NP03 opposite.
Other Site-Specific Requirements:


A Landscape Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will be required as part of any planning
application to ensure development will adequately mitigate any impacts on views of the
open countryside.
 Access: The development would need to be set back behind a service road and grass
verge similar to other developments in the village to ensure visibility and limit the
number of new accesses to a single access and egress point with good visibility to the
Bletchley Road, subject to Highway authority approval.
 A listed barn lies - may require further information in terms of agricultural land
classification - within the farm complex next to NP02, any development would
therefore need to be sensitively designed to mitigate any adverse impact on the setting
of the listed building.

NP02 Land at No 7 Bletchley Road
Considering the size, location and surrounding properties the site is suitable for:
• Up to two dwellings
• 2/3 bed, 2-storey terraced or semi-detached houses with off-road parking facilities for
residents and guests
• A low-density scheme along the frontage of Bletchley Road represents an opportunity
for an attractive gateway development in this location in conjunction with NP03
opposite.
Other Site-Specific Requirements
• Housing Allocation NP01 must be developed before or in conjunction with this site as
they will share service road access and egress, drainage and water infrastructure.
• A Landscape Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will be required as part of any planning
application to ensure development will adequately mitigate any impacts onto views of
the open countryside.
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• Access: The development would need to be set back behind a service road and grass
verge similar to other developments in the village to ensure visibility and limit the
number of new accesses to a single access and egress point with good visibility to the
Bletchley Road, subject to Highway authority approval.
• Any development would need to be sensitively designed to mitigate any adverse impact
on the setting of the listed barn at Grange Farm.

NP03 Land at Bletchley Road (South Side)
Considering the size, location and surrounding properties the site is suitable for:


Up to ten dwellings

• 2 or 3-bed terraced or semi-detached houses with off road parking facilities for
residents and guests
A low-density frontage development to match the opposite side of the road (NP01 and
NP02) would likely be acceptable and limit the depth of development to reflect the linear
character of the village. The site’s peripheral position gives the opportunity for a highquality development to form an attractive gateway at the entrance to the village.
Other Site-Specific Requirements


A Landscape Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will be required as part of any planning
application to ensure development will adequately mitigate any impacts onto views of
the open countryside.
 Access: The development would need to be set back behind a service road and grass
verge similar to other developments in the village to ensure visibility and limit the
number of new accesses to a single access and egress point with good visibility to the
Bletchley Road, subject to Highway authority approval.
 The potential consideration of NP01 and NP02 as part of a wider masterplan.
• May require further information in terms of agricultural land classification.

NP04 Bowls Farm, High Street North
Considering the size, location and surrounding properties the site is suitable for:




Up to five or six dwellings
3-bed semi-detached houses with off road parking facilities for residents and guests
This development would form a cul-de-sac on the lines of similar locations within the
village, although smaller homes.
 This is an irregular size site due to the retention of conservation buildings.
Other Site-Specific Requirements 4 Other Site-Specific Requirements
 A Landscape Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will be required as part of any planning
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application to ensure development will adequately mitigate any impacts onto views of
the open countryside.
Access: Directly off High Street North, Existing visibility, south is limited to 50m whilst
north is satisfactory. Visibility of northbound vehicles is restricted due to a hedge at 134
High Street North. Visibility can be improved in both directions by moving entrance as
far south as possible and removing aforementioned hedge. Some form of traffic calming
to reduce speed of traffic would be advantageous.
Development will need to be sensitive to its location and built in character to the
adjacent existing building.





NP05 Cricketers 66 High Street North
• This site has Outline planning permission (15/00932/AOP allowed on appeal) for 14
dwellings. The Reserve Matters application (17/04373/ADP) is currently awaiting
decision.

NP06 Land at Soulbury Road
• This site currently has Outline planning permission for 67 dwellings and will be placed
on the market in 2018. Discussions will be ongoing with developers, once identified,
on the types of properties to come forward which will be detailed within any Reserved
Matters application.

NP07 Land below No 3 Wing Road, Stewkley
Considering the size, location and surrounding properties the site is suitable for:
• Up to eight dwellings
• A mix of 2, 3 or 4-bed dwellings with off road parking facilities for residents and guests
Other Site-Specific Requirements


A Landscape Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will be required as part of any planning
application to ensure development will adequately mitigate any impacts onto views of
the open countryside.
 Access: The development would need to be from a service road and grass verge similar
to other developments in the village to ensure visibility and limit the number of new
accesses to a single access and egress point with good visibility to the Wing Road,
subject to Highway authority approval.
• May require further information in terms of agricultural land classification.
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NP08 Orchard at No 3 Wing Road, Stewkley
Considering the size, location and surrounding properties the site is suitable for:
• Up to three dwellings
• Estimated 1/3rd of an acre
• This site can only deliver the additional housing provided it is combined with the
adjoining land at NP07.
Other Site-Specific Requirements
• A Landscape Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will be required as part of any planning
application to ensure development will adequately mitigate any impacts onto views of
the open countryside.
• Access: The development would need to be from a service road and grass verge similar
to other developments in the village to ensure visibility and limit the number of new
accesses to a single access and egress point with good visibility to the Wing Road,
subject to Highway authority approval.
• May require further information in terms of agricultural land classification.

NP09 Land south of 20 Wing Road
Considering the size, location and surrounding properties the site is suitable for:



Up to seven dwellings
The current developer proposal includes seven terraced adjoining 2-bedroom cottages
built with reclaimed bricks and slate roofs in line with the existing similar properties.
• Off road parking and set back behind existing hedge line.
Other Site-Specific Requirements


A Landscape Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will be required as part of any planning
application to ensure development will adequately mitigate any impacts onto views of
the open countryside.
 Access: The development would need to be from a service road and grass verge similar
to other developments in the village to ensure visibility and limit the number of new
accesses to a single access and egress point with good visibility to the Wing Road,
subject to Highway authority approval.
 Site would need to be sensitively designed as it adjoins the village Conservation Area.
 May require further information in terms of agricultural land classification.
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NP10 Manor Business Centre, High Street South
Considering the size, location and surrounding properties the site is suitable for:



Up to eight detached dwellings
3/4-bed 2-storey properties - the irregular size of the site promotes a small
development which would follow the same lines as various existing cul-de-sac
developments off High Street South.

Other Site-Specific Requirements


The site is located within the Conservation Area, with listed buildings on and adjacent
the site any development would therefore need to be sensitively designed to mitigate
any adverse impact on the setting of the listed buildings and conservation area.
 Redevelopment of this site would require alternative commercial space for the existing
businesses (see Policy B2).
 At the request of the site owner, the development boundary, as it passes through this
location, was slightly modified, although the allocation for up to eight detached
dwelling was unchanged.

NP11 Land to the rear of Site 23 adjacent to Coal Yard, Dunton Road
Considering the size, location and surrounding properties the site is suitable for:



Up to four dwellings
2/3 bed cottages - a small development as proposed would follow the same lines as
proposed for NP09 and would fit into the site comfortably. Whilst it does slightly extend
the linear nature of the village it is still within easy reach of local amenities and it is
therefore supported by the Neighbourhood Plan.

Other Site-Specific Requirements


A Landscape Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will be required as part of any planning
application to ensure development will adequately mitigate any impacts onto views of
the open countryside.
 May require further information in terms of agricultural land classification.
 This site should seek to come forward in conjunction with NP09 as access is reliant on
this

NP12 Land at Griffin Field
Considering the size, location and surrounding properties the site is suitable for:
 Two dwellings
 2/3-bed cottages - this is an infill site which will provide the opportunity for affordable
homes
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Community Land Trust (CLT)
Whilst presently there is no proposal for affordable homes to be provided by way of a
Community Land Trust (CLT) scheme, if the opportunity arose, PLHE recommends to the
Parish Council a CLT scheme for any of the selected future sites.
Housing Associations AVDC
Housing Associations AVDC have a number of partners who specifically help to deliver
sustainable affordable housing in rural areas which would not normally be granted planning
permission for market housing. PLHE further recommends any one of these Housing
Associations to provide Affordable Homes on any of the selected future sites:






The Guinness Trust
Vale of Aylesbury Housing Trust
English Rural Housing Association
The Buckinghamshire Housing Association
Hastoe Housing Association
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Policy H3: Housing Type and Mix
25% of the new homes built shall be designed to be appropriate for occupation by elderly
persons and/or first-time buyers or those on lower incomes. Those for the elderly should
include a proportion of single storey homes.
These units should meet ‘Lifetime Homes’ Standards, or subsequent appropriate
Standards and generally be 2-bedroomed properties.
Permitted development rights will be removed for these properties to encourage the
protection of these types of homes in the Parish
Stewkley appears to be a relatively elderly village, confirmed by the Stewkley Questionnaire
in which 19% of those covered by survey responses were over 65, compared with Aylesbury
Vale’s average of 17% (Buckinghamshire Populations Projections data).
The elderly are also considered to be relatively healthy; some 50% enjoy walking on the
village footpaths at least once a week thus residents can be assumed to be more likely to
survive to greater age. If, the average age of the village continues to increase at least as
rapidly as that of the wider population, the needs of the elderly (and disabled) will be
significant factors in planning for the future
The Stewkley Questionnaire identified 56 households not currently living in bungalows
saying that they will be seeking one in the next 10 years. 31 of those are currently in
detached houses with 4 or more bedrooms. Moreover, an additional 34 households in such
houses report that they will be seeking retirement accommodation in the next 5 to 10 years
but did not specify a bungalow. An important corollary of this is there may be up to 65
relatively large, ‘executive’ homes potentially available from down-sizing in the next 10
years, even with no new build of ‘executive’ homes.
The HEDNA (2016) sets as guidance a future need for at least 17% of homes (flats and
houses) to be 2 bedroom (with a higher portion required as more of the mix is affordable
housing – up to 44%) and 52% to be 3bedroom.
According to research undertaken by the Elderly and Disabled Working Group, of the 553
households surveyed only 8 homes were recorded as adapted for older/ disabled person’s
occupation.
The ‘elderly’ Stewkley residents’ key factors in their consideration of whether/when to
downsize, included quality (many have lived in houses with en-suite facilities for several
bedrooms) and availability of adequate room for visitors such as children and grandchildren.
Moreover, elderly and disabled residents can actually require additional space, for example
for storage of wheelchairs, hoists, medical equipment and specialist beds.
After careful review, it is considered that the proportions set in the ‘VALP’, 100% of new
build homes built to Approved Document M Category 2 and 25% built to Approved
Document M Category 3 standards will meet the community’s needs. There is a demand for
a proportion of all new homes to be single-storey
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Policy H4: Right to Purchase
Due to local demand for housing, any residential development in the Stewkley Parish will
be obliged to offer those new properties for sale to parish residents or direct members of
their families, for a period of three months, prior to general market sale
The developer may not offer for sale at a lower price than offered to parish residents. If
the price is reduced, it must first be offered at the new price to parish residents or direct
members of their families.
This policy sets out to address the housing needs of local people and to create new
opportunities for existing residents and their members of family to continue to live in the
village. The Neighbourhood Plan supports the process of working with developers delivering
any housing proposal in the Parish, to offer the first opportunity of these properties to local
people.
The Stewkley Questionnaire response highlighted that both starter homes and retirement
homes were the most requested type of housing in terms of need overall, but also that
starter homes and 3/4 bed homes were of an urgent need. It is considered to be important
that new housing coming forward, of this type in particular, is first offered to Parish
residents or direct members of their families.
10.
Open Green Spaces and Landscape
A separate report has been prepared by a member of PLHE for Open Green Spaces and
Landscape and this can be found as Appendix ‘A ‘to this report.
11.
Consultation
PLHE carried out comprehensive consultation throughout their research maintaining contact
with land owners, villagers with specific interest in certain locations and the general public
residing in the parish. Full details of the Neighbourhood Plan Consultation process can be
found in the separate Document committed to the subject.

A.Pryke.
Chairman of Planning, Landscape, Housing & Environment Working Group.
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Appendix ‘A’
Stewkley Parish Open and Green Infrastructure Report
Heritage
Stewkley has a rich and varied history. The Heritage sites are important as a reminder of the
key areas that have made the Parish what it is today. It is therefore important that these
sites remain substantially in their current state.
Name
Description
Details
Littlecote
Significant as a location of the previous
Medieval village
village with only the outline of house
locations remaining.
Stewkley War
Memorial

St Michael’s
(1150AD)
Church +
Churchyard

Moated
earthworks to
west of Mursley
Road

Warren Farm
Quarry

Drover’s Way

The Memorial and garden
surrounding on its ‘traffic island’
lists all those Stewkley residents
that have fallen in the two world
wars.
Grade I Listed St Michael’s Church
is a remarkable and internationally
renowned example of Romanesque
ecclesiastical architecture,
described by Sir Nicholas Pevsner
(1994)The Buildings of England:
Buckinghamshire, as” ….possibly
the finest example of original
Norman ecclesiastical architecture
in England.” It stands, little altered,
in its churchyard at the centre of
the village, and in in the heart of
the Stewkley’s Conservation Area.
Moated earthworks to the west of
St Michael’s church, off Tythe
Gardens.

Dunton Road Brickfields and Kilns

At a key node in the village dividing HSS
and HNN and linking to Soulbury. It is
the focus of Remembrance Day every
year.
The churchyard is key to this ‘nationally
‘important building. With many fine
examples of mature trees, it houses the
graves of many of the existing community’s
ancestors including those that have fallen
in the two world wars. It creates a
beautiful, tranquil setting that is well
maintained by the church community. Its
importance means that it should remain
intact without alteration.

A horseshoe moat surrounding a
central island some 15 metres across.
Recent archaeological surveys
highlighted no remains of a building in
the centre. A key point of this landmark
is its relationship with St Michael’s
church and the spaces between them.
Its setting and surroundings are
therefore of prime importance.
One of the key sites that produced
(now redundant) the Stewkley red brick
that adorns many building in the
village.
The once key ‘pathway’ for farmers to
take their sheep to market.
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Airport
Monument

The airport monument is located a
mile outside the village on the
Dunton Road at the site called ‘The
Spinney’ (see recreational spaces
below).

The Spinney is the location of the
memorial to the Community ‘battle’ to
prevent London’s fourth airport being
located in lieu of Stewkley.

Non- Recreational Green Spaces
Name
Parish Council
Lawn Cemetery

Description
Approx. 0.27 ha landscaped area
adjacent to St. Michael’s Church
and the Recreation Ground.

Details
St Michael’s Church cemetery is now
‘full’ and this piece of land is the
location for all new burials for the
village. A further plot within the
recreation ground between the lawn
cemetery and the car park has been
identified to meet future capacity. This
will reduce the space available for
general recreation.

Fishweir

Approx. 0.95 ha green adjacent to
Chapel Square and the school.

This green space has a number of
mature trees.

Stockall Tiger
Island

A small green space that fronts
onto HSN with an access road to
the houses behind.

This green space has a number of
mature trees.

Sycamore Close

A small green space in front of
homes.

Whilst not formally recreational space,
this green provides a play area for local
children.

Grass verges
and islands

A number of grassed areas exist
These well maintained grass areas give
between the pavement and the
character to the village and are
road and in areas around junctions. occasionally planted with small trees,
shrubs and bushes.

Recreational Green Spaces
Name
Recreation
Ground

Description/Location
Approx. 3 ha of multi-use grassed
area off located off Soulbury Road.
The site comprises an open grass
area marked out for football and
cricket, with children’s play area,
tennis courts, all-weather space,
outdoor toilets and a brick built
pavilion.

Details
A key recreational, sporting space for
the village providing a key hub for
football, tennis, cricket practice, games
and tournaments.
It also provides a key space for the
annual music festival and organised
barbecues. It is used daily for walking,
running, dog walking and general
recreation.
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Name
Football Field

Description/Location
Approx. 2 ha, adjacent to the
recreation ground, the field also
contains storage sheds for
equipment and machinery.

Details
This field was purchased by the
Stewkley Recreation Association to
meet the increased demand for
pitches.

Stewkley
Approx. 2.6 ha -adjacent to the
Wildlife Reserve football field in the recreation
ground, the reserve is contained in
three small meadows. Two were
historically allotments known
locally as Church furlong, and the
other was known as 'The Jackdaw'
field.

These 3 fields are a valuable wildlife
resource and are some of the only
remaining unimproved meadows in the
parish. Two of the fields were
designated as a Local Wildlife Site in
2005.

Griffin Field
green space

A green area of approx. 0.9 ha on
the boundary between Griffin Field
and the neighbouring Manor Road
development.

The area is laid to lawn with trees and
is used as a recreational area by
residents and play area for children.

St Michael’s
School playing
fields

Approx. 0.75 ha grassed playing
fields providing play and sports
facilities for the local Primary
School.

This is also the site for the annual
Village Fair.

Airport
Monument and
Spinney

Approx. 2.2 ha of managed
woodland, the Spinney is divided
into three “petals” that straddle
the junction of roads to Dunton
and Cublington.

The Monument Petal has been fully
restored; the westerly Kingsbridge
Petal has been largely left to nature;
the northern Penton Farm Petal is
providing an ideal location for Stewkley
Explorer Scouts’ countryside
activities. A variety of Stewkley groups
can regularly utilise the wonderful
space for activities, adventures and
learning.

Allotments

Approx. 0.65 ha site on Soulbury
Road opposite the Wiltshire Farm
Foods site.

The Diocese of Oxford owns and
manages the allotments and has given
a long term commitment to
maintaining the site.
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Open Green Spaces
Accessible Natural Greenspace Standard (Natural England, 2003) is considered as a national
benchmark and is accepted as forming part of government guidance on strategic
greenspace provision and having the best fit to green infrastructure (GI) planning and
assessment. The standard emphasizes the importance of communities in towns and cities
having easy access to different sizes of natural and semi-natural greenspaces close to where
they live and provides two measures of analysis based on scale (sizes of green space
provision) and catchment (representing the zone of influence of a provision and the
distance that people are prepared to travel). The ANGSt model states:
 no person should live more than 300m from their nearest area of natural greenspace
of at least 2ha in size, and
 that there should be least 2ha of accessible natural greenspace per 1000 population
 there should be at least one accessible 20ha site within 2km of people’s homes
 there should be one accessible 100ha site within 5km of people’s homes
 there should be one accessible 500ha site within 10km of people’s homes
 there should be 1.4ha per 1000 population as incidental open space
 there should be 2.4ha per 1000 population as major open space
Aylesbury Vale Green Infrastructure Strategy aims to ensure that high quality GI is delivered
which is accessible, attractive for residents and visitors to the Vale which conserves and
enhances the Vale’s special natural and historic environment, its wildlife and its landscape.
The nine strategic aims are
1. To achieve a shared vision for GI across Aylesbury Vale. It builds upon the
opportunities and constraints identified in the Buckinghamshire GI Strategy and the
principles established in the Green Infrastructure Guide for Milton Keynes and South
Midland (Environment and Quality of Life, 2005). It seeks to encourage the public,
private and voluntary sectors to work in partnership to direct improvements to
existing GI and in the design of new GI, including sites that are adjacent to and cross
the boundaries of the District.
2. To address the GI deficit in Aylesbury Vale through underlining the need for
standards for provision in new and existing communities, providing quality of life
benefits to residents and visitors and underpinning the concept of sustainability.
3. To set out principles which are applied to all new GI and to existing sites, to deliver
high quality design and management.
4. To guide the provision of GI to achieve high quality multi-functional sites and
maximising the implementation of the seven key functions.
5. To ensure that GI is properly considered in the strategic and detailed planning of
growth through setting in place principles for its provision.
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6. To secure community engagement and inspire a sense of place, ensuring that the
needs and wishes of local people are taken into account in the design, enhancement
and management of sites.
7. To provide a framework for investment in GI and to guide priority setting for the
provision of new GI and the enhancement of existing sites.
8. To raise the profile of GI and highlight its value to developers, Councillors,
community organisations, statutory bodies, the farming community, residents and
visitors.
9. To encourage GI providers to measure public satisfaction and determine future need
by quality audits and application of District-wide standards to their provision.

Landscape
The landscape character of Stewkley, although evolved over centuries, has little changed.
Overall Character and Qualities:
A linear wooded ridge, surrounded by sky dominated, open field landscape, patterned by
regular fields and few straight roads.
Characteristic features:
 Dominant sky and uninterrupted, far reaching views
 Level plateau farmland becoming gently sloping and undulating clay lowland
 Well defined regular pattern of small to medium sized open fields radiating 90
degrees to ridge and linear village
 Fields – medieval origin – some ‘ridge and furrow’ remain, ‘hedge and ditch’ with
hedgerow trees
 Hedge and ditch lined straight roads
 Mixed arable and permanent pasture of working farms
Maps of c1770, c1913 and c2001 show the rural landscape character of Stewkley little
changed.
 Countryside remains very close to the spine of the village
 Settlement confined to the ridge, save small clusters or cul-de-sacs set 90 degrees to
the main thoroughfare
 Patterns of development small scale
 Households abut directly onto the surrounding farmland
 Views down short lanes/streets and distinct gaps between buildings bring the
countryside INTO the village and keep the attachment. NB. This is evident even in
recent developments of Dove Street, Orkney Close and Walducks Close
 Topography, aspect and location enabling far reaching uninterrupted rural views
 Direct, quick, easy pedestrian access into the countryside
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For a village, Stewkley has an unusual abundance of footpaths and permissive paths. There
are 35 definitive public rights of way in the Parish and BCC have created a series of
permissive paths on their Kingsbridge Estate. There is a CC Circular Walk based on Stewkley,
and the Cross Bucks Way also passes through the Parish. There is also a Centenary Walk.
No dwellings are more than a few hundred meters from the network.

New Development should






Uphold, enhance and conserve the existing rural landscape character
Maintain the quality currently enjoyed by the community
Ensure new residents enjoy the same quality
Concur with the Stewkley settlement pattern
Design and site layout to increase householders interaction and enjoyment of their
countryside

Aims








To use ‘Pause Points’ to highlight and encourage even more residents to use the
footpaths, recreation ground and other facilities even more frequently
To increase safe pedestrian movement in and around the Parish
To increase awareness and interest in the Nature Reserve
To develop further some existing, varying-sized, circular routes. E.g. The Spinney
Walk
To possibly develop cycle routes within the footpath network
To improve the entrance and increase access to the recreation ground and play
areas
To encourage and increase outdoor activity groups – walking, running, cycling,
fitness, nature watch etc.

Policies:
Policy 1: Maintain Key Open Spaces.
Proposals within key open spaces listed above and shown on the Key Open and Green
Spaces Map will not be supported.
Proposals adjacent to these key open spaces must demonstrate how their proposal has
been integrated into the open space and has included measures for enhancement of the
open space.

Policy 2: Maintain the Connection between the Village and its Surrounding Countryside.
Proposals to provide and improve access to existing public open space through a well
maintained network of footpaths, cycle paths and bridle ways and the improvement and
enhancement of public rights of way will be supported.
Any proposals will only be permitted, provided it does not negatively impact on the
distinctive views of the surrounding countryside from public vantage points. Those
Important distinctive views have been defined on the Important Views and Footpaths Map.
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Recommendations:
Gateways to Village
Create physical ‘symbols’ to identify the entrance to the village to signify a change in speed
for vehicles as shown on the ‘Key Open Spaces’ Map.

Local ‘Hubs’
Celebrate the key nodal/road junctions in the village with enhanced landscape planting,
street texture change (raised table/cobbles) and pedestrian crossings as shown on the ‘Key
Open Spaces’ Map.
The village of Stewkley is one of the longest villages in the country. It does not have a
traditional ‘heart space’ of a village green due to its formation from four key house ‘estates’
along the main road through. This proposal aims to celebrate the key nodal/ road junctions
in the village whilst enhancing the character of the village. It also provides a signal to
vehicles passing through that they have entered a village where pedestrians are crossing
and speed restrictions apply
 Dunton Road/ Wing Rd/ HSS – A key entrance hub for the village
 War Memorial/ St Michaels Church – The faith/ remembrance hub
 The Swan/ Village Hall – The key heart space of the village. A key social hub of the
village
 Bletchley Rd/ Mursley Rd/ HSN - A key entrance hub for the village
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Appendix ‘B’

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
Vote to Have Your Say
on the number of homes required in the village
THE BACKGROUND
Stewkley Parish Neighbourhood Plan (NP)
The Neighbourhood Plan (NP) is in final stages of drafting. Starting in December 2015, it has evolved from public
presentations, exhibitions and surveys. A key element of this Plan has been a focus on providing the number, type and
mix of new homes wanted by you, the Stewkley resident, with consideration given to location and affordability. The
questionnaire conducted within the Parish in 2016 gave good feedback about what our residents wanted in the short
and long term.
An in-depth land review of the Parish was conducted, followed by a ‘Call for Sites’, and land owner liaisons, and resulted
in 12 sites for potential development, identified as suitable and sustainable. Public consultation in July 2017
demonstrated your support for this approach. These sites would provide approximately 66 new houses to be built over
the next 15 years. Added to those already approved at 66 High Street North (Cricketers Farm) and Soulbury Road, the
total number of new homes envisaged in our draft NP is approximately 150.

Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan (VALP)
While we have been drafting the Stewkley Neighbourhood Plan, Aylesbury Vale District Council has been producing its
Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan (VALP) for the District. Their Local Plan addresses the required housing provision in the
Vale for a 20-year period that started in 2013. Stewkley was allocated a requirement in the 2016 draft VALP for 141 new
dwellings, to be provided between 2013 and 2033.
In September 2017 the latest draft VALP was issued, and Stewkley is now required to provide 101 new dwellings by
2033. Planning consent has already been given for 14 houses at 66 High Street North and up to 67 houses on the
Soulbury Road development. In addition, a further 18 homes have been given consent to build or have been built since
2013, and these are considered ‘banked’ against our target. That leaves only two more dwellings required to meet the
current draft VALP requirement. This could easily be fulfilled by a single ‘infill’ development.

Review Periods
Both VALP and the NP will be subject to periodic review. VALP housing requirement will be reviewed 2 years after
adoption, and the number is expected to increase at the next review as a result of Government policy. VALP is
expected to be adopted in 2018. The target of 101 is not set in stone from now until 2033.
The Stewkley Neighbourhood Plan will be reviewed and updated every 5 years once it has been finalised and adopted
following a positive outcome from the referendum. Current expectation is the referendum will take place 4Q (October to
December) 2018.

What is best for Stewkley – HAVE YOUR SAY
In light of this, the Neighbourhood Planning Group is consulting with the Parish Community on the future housing
numbers to be included in our Neighbourhood Plan.
There are two voting slips included in this supplement. Additional slips may be printed from the Parish Council website
(https://stewkley.org.uk/), or obtained from the Clerk to the Parish Council*.

All adult residents of Stewkley are invited to participate in this important vote
Voting slips should be posted in the boxes provided at the village hall, recreation ground pavilion, village shop, The
Swan and The Carpenters.
Please contact the Clerk to the Parish Council* if you would like your voting slips collected.
Voting can also be completed on line at the Stewkley Parish Council website (www.stewkley.org.uk).
Voting is open up to 12.00 midnight Sunday November 12, 2017
*Clerk to the Parish Council – Natasha Pritchard 240280, Cedar House, 4 Ivy Lane, stewkleyparishclerk@gmail.com

This supplement is published by the Neighbourhood Plan Team and Stewkley Parish Council
and is distributed with the November edition of the Stewkley Grapevine
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YOU ARE INVITED TO CAST YOUR VOTE ON YOUR CHOICE FROM THE THREE OPTIONS SET OUT BELOW.
CLOSING DATE FOR VOTING IS 12 MIDNIGHT NOVEMBER 12th 2017.

RULES
1.

ONE vote per adult resident of the Parish aged 18 years
or over.
2. Only ONE of the three options can be selected.
3. Please mark your choice on the table below.
4. Your Name & Address MUST be completed.

5.
6.

Voting Slips incorrectly completed will be marked VOID
Multiple votes from the same person will be marked
VOID
7. Voting Slips completed by non-residents will be marked
VOID

PLEASE SELECT ONE OPTION BY PLACING A
OPTION

New
Homes

1 101

Locations
‘Banked’ 18 built
or with planning
permission,
miscellaneous
locations

x IN THE RELEVANT BOX

Benefits
Meets current VALP target
Minimum disruption for
Stewkley

Soulbury Road

Risks
NP is delivering VALP and is not
focussed on Stewkley needs
No protection in Plan if VALP target is
increased at two-year review against
speculative developers
Less control for residents over potential
new developments / sites long term

Cricketers Farm
(66 HSN)

Most homes built within five years – this
does not meet Stewkley needs for
longer-term access to affordable starter
homes and downsizing retirement homes

One new site for
infill for 2 homes
e.g. Griffin Field

Passive impact from 66HSN on Stewkley
development boundary – reduces our
ability to protect the linear village
AS ABOVE,
PLUS

2 127

Wing Road
development
sites
Potash
development

Additional sites able to
address specific Stewkley
needs

Without phasing, agreement with
landowners, most homes built within five
years

Allocation of sites protects
Extends the village on the Wing Road
against VALP increases in first
five years
All sites subject to AVDC approval as
Establishes new development part of NP review and consultation
process
boundary concept for future
protection of linear village
Remaining six sites from draft
NP could be considered at five
and ten-year Plan review

3 150

All sites identified
during NP
process and
presented at July
2017 public
consultation

Homes built over a 15 year
period will address Stewkley
needs.
Process has identified and
allocated ALL available and
sustainable sites. Protection
in Plan against any future
development speculation in
our Parish.

Extends village on both Bletchley and
Wing Roads
All sites subject to AVDC approval as
part of NP review and consultation
process

Fully defines the new
development boundary for
future protection of linear
village.

FULL NAME & STREET ADDRESS
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

THANK YOU

Tear Here
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